In this paper, first of all, we introduce the basic concepts of generating function in combinatorics and some combinatorial identities. In order to facilitate the understanding of ( 2) m m  -order time optimal control synthesis function of discrete system (referred as m-order synthesis function), secondly, we introduce the derivation process and control ideas of 2nd-order synthesis function () fsun , and then deduce in detail the m-order synthesis function by means of generating function. By use of the m-order tracking-form synthesis function with filter factor, the methods of signal extraction and its predictive compensation are presented in this paper, and their immunity and effectiveness are verified by numerical simulation. In the back part of this paper, we analyze the features of various components of 2nd-order active disturbance rejection control (ADRC) technology, and then by constructing the new type structures of extended state observer (ESO) and feedback controller which satisfy the separation principle, we construct a new active disturbance rejection control theory (ADRCT) based on the m-order tracking-form synthesis function with filter factor. Finally, the numerical simulation shows that the new ADRCT has good immunity and robustness.
Introduction
Qian Xuesen and Song Jian studied the time optimal control problem of discrete system in (Qian & Song, 2011) , however, no time optimal control synthesis function of discrete system (referred as synthesis function) based on the state variables (or feedback signals) is given in (Qian & Song, 2011) . In the process of proposing and developing the 2nd-order active disturbance rejection control (ADRC) technology, Han Jingqing deduced the approximate 2nd-order synthesis function () fhan by means of the parabola (Han, 2008; Han & Yuan, 1999) , and pioneered the introduction of filtering factor to suppress the high-frequency vibration in time optimal control that has been successfully applied to the discrete-time tracking differentiator (Han & Yuan, 1999) , signal digital filtering (Han & Huang, 2003; Song, Gan, & Han, 2003; Wu, Lin, & Han, 2004) , transition process arrangement (Han, 1998) , error feedback control (Han, 1995b) , high-frequency vibration elimination (Huang & Han, 1999) and so on. It can be said that the function () fhan is an integral part of ADRC technology. And Sun Biao and Sun Xiuxia found that the function () fhan is not the 2nd-order synthesis function but the likeness of 2nd-order synthesis function of discrete system, the real 2nd-order synthesis function of discrete system, named function () fsun , is deduced in (Sun & Sun, 2010) . Up to now, there is no research on the ( 3) m m  -order synthesis function of discrete system. But the latter studies in this paper show that in order to construct the new type structure of extended state observer (ESO) satisfying the separation principle for 2nd-order discrete system, the ( 3) m m  -order synthesis function needs to be used; meanwhile, the ( 3) m m  -order and higher order synthesis functions are also required for the ( 3) m m  -order discrete system. And the above results provide a good starting point for the study of ( 3) m m  -order synthesis function of discrete system.
As an application of 2nd-order synthesis function, ADRC technology has experienced more than 30 years of tortuous process from the beginning of its design ideas. It has also been 20 years since ADRC was formally put forward, and from its development to today, ADRC technology is known around the world for its unique control ideas and superior control quality (Alonge, et al., 2017a (Alonge, et al., , 2017b Feng & Guo, 2017; Ran, Wang, & Dong, 2016 Yao & Deng, 2017) . In the process of its development, through the fully understanding and analyzing the advantages and disadvantages of classical PID and modern control theory, absorbing the essence of classical PID, and combining the modern control theory's understanding of control system and modern signal processing technology, a series of new practical controllers are gradually constructed (Gao, 2013; Han, 2008; Huang & Zhang, 2002) .
ADRC technology is formally formed into two stages: 1) the generation of tracking differentiator (Han & Huang, 2003; Han & Yuan, 1999; Song, Gan, & Han, 2003; Wu, Lin, & Han, 2004) and the emergence of a new type of nonlinear PID (Han, 1994a (Han, , 1994b ; 2) the invention of extended state observer (ESO) (Han, 1995a) , which marks the birth of active disturbance rejection controller. Based on the above basic results, a new type of nonlinear error feedback control law that can automatically compensate the system's internal and external disturbances is proposed in (Han, 1995b) and therefore is named as active disturbance rejection controller (Han, 1998) .
Since the production and verification of above ideas mostly come from a large number of computer simulation and calculation techniques, rather than the traditional theoretical derivation, people are accustomed to call it ADRC technology instead of active disturbance rejection control theory (ADRCT) (Huang & Zhang, 2002) . By investigating its reason, the author of this paper thinks that there are mainly the following questions: 1) So far it is not rigorously proved in theory that the parameter designs of extended state observer and feedback controller satisfy the separation principle, which is one of main reasons why people do not consider it as a theory.
2) Is it appropriate to use the error feedback control law? For the linear error feedback control system, this results in a relative order of one for closed-loop control system, regardless of the relative order of open-loop system.
To analyze the above questions and deal with them appropriately, we need to apply the m-order tracking-form synthesis function with filter factor derived in the front part of this paper. A theoretical analysis in the linear case is given and the appropriate theoretical solutions are put forward in the latter part of this paper.
This paper first introduces the basic concepts of ordinary generating function (referred as generating function) in combinatorics to be used latter, then derives the 2nd-order synthesis function () fsun , deduces in detail the ( 2) m m  -order synthesis function () fxiao of discrete system by means of generating function, introduces the filter factor to the ( 2) m m  -order synthesis function, and gives the m-order synthesis function based on the tracking problem. By use of the m-order tracking-form synthesis function with filter factor, it is convenient to extract the filtered feedback signal and its differential signals from 1st-order to ( 1) m  -order, predict and compensate for the extracted signals, and reconstruct a new ADRCT that fully satisfies the separation principle in modern control theory. Finally, the numerical simulation and analysis results are given.
In this paper, the m-dimensional state space based on Euclidean straight space is used to derive the ( 2) m m  -order synthesis function of discrete system by default, which will not be mentioned later.
In the latter part of this paper, the dynamic characteristics of system are mainly referred to when analyzing the zero-pole variation of transfer function, and when analyzing the phase delay and amplitude attenuation of extracted signals, the steady-state characteristics of system are mainly referred to.
Basic concepts and some combinatorial identities
The generating function is an important method in modern discrete mathematics. It is a bridge connecting discrete mathematics with continuous mathematics. It can effectively solve the combinatorial identity problems related to the combination numbers.
This section provides a brief introduction to the knowledge of generating function that will be used in the derivation of m-order synthesis function (Ke & Wei, 2010; Lint & Wilson, 2001; Wang, 2008) , lists the combinatorial identities in theorem form to be used later, and then proves them in detail. 
Definition 2.3. The factorial of k is defined by
infinite series, then the formal power series (8) is the ordinary generating function of series u , referred as the generating function.
The "formal power series" in Definition 2.6 refers to not consider the convergence problem of series (8). Definition 2.7. To say that two series are equal is to say that their coefficient sequences are same. For instance, the formal power series (8) is equal to series (9), if and only if (10) holds.
Definition 2.8. The operation that the number a multiplies the series   u x is defined by
The addition operation of series   u x and   v x is defined by
The subtraction operation of series   u x and   v x is defined by
The multiplication operation of series   u x and   v x is defined by
Lemma 2.9. The generating function
Lemma 2.10. The generating function
Lemma 2.11. The generating function
Lemma 2.12. The generating function
Lemma 2.13. The generating function
Theorem 2.14.
Notice equation (7), then there is
Notice equation (6), when 1 m  , equation (45) holds.
Where, h is the sampling time (or control step), u is the control input of system (57),   u k r  , r is the maximum control input. Now we need to solve the time optimal control synthesis function of system (57) based on the state variables (i.e., the expression of time optimal control input u based on the state variables) in the following.
Time optimal trajectory
Set the initial value is      
Assume that system (57) reaches the steady-state (i.e., origin) after k steps control, that is
The all initial values   0 X of system that can reach the origin within k steps (the set of all these points is called the k isochronous time region in 2nd-dimensional state space (Qian & Song, 2011) , denoted as 2 ( )
The point   The distribution of points ( k a  , k a  , k b  , and k b  ) are shown in Fig.1 . In Fig.1 , the polyline formed by k a  ,
, and obviously best G is a kind of time optimal trajectory to reach the origin. The polyline formed by k a  , 
In Fig.1 , the line equation (denoted as
The line equation (denoted as 
The line segment
any point on the line segment satisfies   0 z k  , 0 s  ; and the line segment
where any point on the line segment satisfies   0 z k  , 0 s  .) satisfies the line equation as follows.
Similarly, the line segment
Where k is a positive integer and satisfies
Obtain from (73)
Therefore, the value k meets
The state X is located between the parallel lines 
Substitute (77) into (72) and obtain
, , , a x x r h is defined as follows. 
For u r  and 2 y h r  , then the control input (i.e., the 2nd-order synthesis function of linear region) is , , , a x x r h is uniformly defined as follows.
Second-order synthesis function
Where k is a positive integer and meets (76). Theorem 3.4. The 2nd-order time optimal control input of discrete system (57) (denoted as
(87) is the 2nd-order synthesis function of discrete system (57) with the origin as the end point. Obviously, this is a nonlinear function. Theorem 3.5. If the control input limit u r  is removed in the 2nd-order discrete system (57), i.e., r   , then we can get its 2nd-order linear synthesis function with the origin as the end point as follows.
m-order synthesis function
The   2 m m  -order discrete system satisfies
Where, h is the sampling time (or control step), u is the control input of system (89),   u k r  , r is the maximum control input. Now we need to solve the time optimal control synthesis function of system (89) based on the state variables (i.e., the expression of time optimal control input u based on the state variables) in the following.
The system (89) is written in matrix form as follows. 
Solution of equations
Assume that system (90) reaches the origin after k steps control, i.e.,
The all initial values   0 X of system that can reach the origin within k steps (the set of all these points is called the k isochronous time region in m-dimensional state space (Qian & Song, 2011) , denoted as
The corresponding matrix expression that we can get is
Theorem 4.1.
in (104) have exact definitions at the same time,
, it is contradictory with the hypothesis i j   (104) is equal to 0;
in (104) have exact definitions at the same time only while i j
, and therefore
Proof.
In (107)
The points
are defined as section 3. The point 0 a is the origin.
By use of Theorem 2.14, the coordinate of point
can be obtained as follows.
The coordinate of point
Definition 4.3. The functions are defined as follows.
Unless we explicitly state that s represents Laplace operator in the following analysis, (114) and (115) are used elsewhere to define the value of s . 
 
2) The points
4) The points (111) into (114), notice Theorem 2.15 and obtain
For the point (112) into (114), notice Theorem 2.15 and also obtain
2) Similarly, for the points
Thus both 3) and 4) hold. □
The coordinate of point  
From Theorem 4.5, it can be seen that 0 a (the origin), 
in (128) and (128) is written in matrix form. 
The coordinate of
Substitute (141) into (138) and notice (32) in Theorem 2.16. 
The coordinate of 1
Substitute (145) into (138) and notice Theorem 2.17 and (32) in Theorem 2.16. 
Obviously 
m-order synthesis function of nonlinear region
Where, 1 k k k     , k is a positive integer and meets the following equations from (148).
 
The value k can be obtained from (149). Now the control target has 2 points: the state X is controlled to reach the region between   
The new state X  meets
Substitute (151) into (150), notice (5) and (7) and obtain In the linear region, the linear control is used to make the state arrive at the origin.
It is demonstrated below that the hyperplane set M that satisfies the above control requirements is unique. Since 
If the following conditions are satisfied:
i.e.,  
( 1 6 1 ) 3) The state X on   
Substitute (151) into (162), utilize (160) and notice (5) and (7).
Compare (158) and (164) 
Compare (158) and (168) Proof. Substitute (151) into (150), utilize (5) and (7) to obtain (152), and then substitute (147) into (152). (123) into (174), utilize Theorem 2.18 and obtain   1 1 (124) into (174), utilize Theorem 2.18 and Theorem 2.19, and obtain 
Utilize (151), (157) and (180), notice (5) and (7),
Obtain from (179) and (181) 
Theorem 4.20 means that the region that the state X is 
m-order synthesis function of linear region
is defined to satisfy the following equations. 
3) It is as easy to prove as Theorem 4.6: the set
Proof. We only prove 1) as follows. Obviously, the point 0 a satisfies (186).
Substitute the coordinate of  
into (185), use Theorem 2.20 and obtain 0,1, ,
into (185), utilize Theorem 2.20 and obtain 0,1, , 
Substitute (151) into (192), use (5) and (7), and then obtain
For the state X on 
, that is, finally arrive at the origin.
The nested combination of 
Where, k is a positive integer and satisfies (149). 
m-order synthesis function of tracking problem
Any real feedback control is achieved by detecting feedback errors, and "eliminating errors based on feedback errors" is the most basic idea and method of feedback control. Any feedback control also has a control target, which can be a given constant or a time-varying trajectory, and the former refers to the adjustment problem, while the latter is called the tracking problem. From the error equation, the adjustment and tracking problems are only the distinction between the constant disturbance and time-varying disturbance. However, it is not necessary to distinguish them from the disturbance suppression effect and they can be treated uniformly and indiscriminately as the tracking problem (Han, 2008) .
The m-order synthesis function of discrete system (89) based on the tracking problem is given in the following, and for the theoretical basis on which it is based, please refer to the general theoretical conclusions and their proofs in (Han, 2008; Han & Wang, 1994) . is also a clear flaw: the time optimal control system do not has good filtering performance when the system is affected by random disturbances. Because the response to input is too fast, the input noise is reproduced as much as possible in the output signal (or feedback signal). This shows that there is a contradiction between the rapid demand for time optimal control and good noise immunity requirement for control system (Qian & Song, 2011) . Han Jingqing has pioneered the research on how to take a compromise between the two to gain comprehensive control effects (Han, 2008) . The basic idea of Han Jingqing is used to solve this problem in the following.
Noise suppression and signal extraction
For system (89), the variable h in m-order synthesis function (199) is changed to a new variable 0 h that is independent of control step h , and take 0 0 h n h  , 0 1 n  . By increasing the value of 0 n to provide sufficiently strong filtering performance, the effect of noise can be effectively suppressed (Han, 2008) . Theorem 5.1. For the given signal v , the m-order tracking-form synthesis function of discrete system (89) 
Considering the zero-state response of system, the Laplace operator s is used instead of the differential operator D , and the transfer relation is obtained as follows from (201).
In ( x  has the ability to suppress noise, and further, the larger the value of m i  is, the stronger its ability to suppress noise. In (202), the m-order filter (composed of m identical first-order filter links in series) has the equivalent m-order integral effect and plays the role of noise suppression. 0 n h is the filter time constant of m-order filter link. The variable 0 n h is called the filter factor in (Han, 2008) . But in this paper, 0 n is proposed as the filter factor in the following, which is more in line with its physical meaning. While 1 i x  is the extracted signal obtained after i D v is filtered by morder filter. Generally, choosing the value 0 n greater than one can play a better filtering effect.
The above analysis shows that the m-order trackingform synthesis function with filter factor can be regarded as the expansion or development of classical PID, which has the following characteristics:
1) The control strategy of eliminating errors based on feedback errors is derived from the classical PID.
2) The closed-loop control is realized by the state feedback control law based on the tracking-form, which comes from modern control theory.
3) The filter factor is used to effectively suppress the noise's influence, and obtain a better filtering effect (with equivalent integral effect), which stems from modern signal processing technology.
By use of the filter factor, the better filtering effect can be obtained. But at the same time, it also brings the shortcoming of phase delay (or time delay) and amplitude attenuation for the extracted signal and its differential signals. The predictive compensation problem of extracted signals is handled in the following.
Predictive compensation
The analysis of linear time optimal control closed-loop system with filter factor shows that the extracted signal and its differential signals all have a phase delay of about 0 mn h (when h is small enough) and a certain degree of amplitude attenuation (related to the frequency characteristic of v ). Since the extracted signal and its differential signals have been filtered, they can be used to predict and compensate the phase delay and amplitude attenuation so as to obtain the compensated signal and its differential signals (Han, 2008) .
For the m-order closed-loop system consisting of system (89) 
Where D is the differential operator. 
 
Obtain from (202) and (205)  
All of the transfer functions of
respect to v in (206) have a relative order of one, so they are physically achievable and have the same ability to suppress noise. When h is small enough, the 1st-order approximation with respect to h can be done on the right of (205) 
x  is ahead of 
The following algorithm is used to predict and compensate the phase delay and amplitude attenuation. (3rd-order) In Fig.2 v ) are very small in which the phase error is less than one step length h and the relative amplitude error is about 0.1% , respectively. This shows that the predictive compensation method (204) is very effective.
2) 1 10 n  , 0.01 It can be seen from Fig.3 and Fig.5-Fig.7 that the phase delay of 1 x (or 2 x ) with respect to 1 v (or 2 v ) is directly proportional to the filter factor of 1 n , respectively, and however, the compensated signals 1 xiu and 2 xiu are substantially independent of the filter factor 1 n . Example 7.2. The given signal is (209) and (210), the other parameters are the same as in Example 7.1.
The 4th-order synthesis function ( 4 m  ) is then used to extract the signal and its differential signals. 2  3  2  2  2  2  1  3  3  2  2   3  2  2  2  2  2  2  2  3  3  2  2   2   3  3  3  2  2 1 3 3 
When h is small enough, the 1st-order approximation with respect to h can be done on the right of (223) as follows. 
It can be seen from (224) y is the filtered estimate of TDT f , with the phase delay and amplitude attenuation. Moreover, the extracted signals obtained in (218) cannot be used to predict and compensate the signal 3 y . 3) Nonlinear error feedback control law (Han, 1995b (Han, , 1998 (Han, , 2008 The system's state errors are
The nonlinear error feedback control law is based on the errors 1 e and 2 e to determine the normalized control input 0 u of 2nd-order integral series system, which can adopt nonlinear PID, or
For the normalized control input 0 u , the actual control input u of system is determined by the compensation of TDT's estimate 3 y . 
Using the TDT's estimate to compensate the control input is one of most groundbreaking ideas in active disturbance rejection controller. Active disturbance rejection characteristics are referred to the real-time estimation and compensation functions of total disturbances, that is, antiinterference functions. This idea deserves to be inherited and carried forward. In (232), the order of synthesis function is set to 2 m . The parameters of 2 m , 2 n and 2 r only depend on the requirements of suppressing the noise in feedback signal during the process of extracting the signal and its differential signals, and have nothing to do with the design of controller. However, the same parameters selected in (234) as (232) is only used to estimate the TDT. This shows that the design of ESO has nothing to do with the arranged transition process and controller.
Feedback control law
The m-order tracking-form synthesis function is used to compute the normalized control input 0 u as follows. (247)) is simple and easy to implement, and it is recommended to select first.
In (244), the order of synthesis function is 3 m m  . The parameters of 3 m , 3 n and 3 r only depend on the dynamic response performance of system, which indicates that the design of feedback controller have nothing to do with the arranged transition process and ESO.
Compensation of TDT
For the normalized control input   0 u k , the actual control input   u k is determined by the compensation of TDT's estimate   f k (Han, 2008) . v is the arranged transition process. From Fig.20 to Fig.22 , it can be seen that the magnitude of Gaussian white noise in output signal (or feedback signal) has almost no effect on the step response of Lorenz chaotic system, and the signals of 1 x , 2 x and 3 x converge to the constants, respectively. This shows that the Lorenz chaotic system can be effectively controlled by the ADRCT which has a strong ability to suppress noise.
The above simulation and analysis show that the new ADRCT built in this paper has good immunity and robustness.
Conclusion
This paper first introduces the basic concepts of generating function in combinatorics, and then derives the 2nd-order synthesis function () fsun . By means of generating function, () fxiao , which is the m-order time optimal control synthesis function of discrete system with the origin as the end point, is derived in detail, and the m-order tracking-form synthesis function is given. In order to solve the contradiction between the rapid demand for time optimal control and the good noise immunity requirement for control system, a filter factor is introduced and only analyzed in the linear case. The relevant conclusions obtained are used to extract and predictively compensate the filtered feedback signal and its differential signals. The phase delay and amplitude attenuation of extracted signal and its differential signals are actually produced and verified by numerical simulation, and the numerical simulation shows that the predictive compensation method proposed in this paper can effectively compensate them.
The reconstruction of ADRCT is a successful application of m-order synthesis function in control science and engineering. Based on the m-order tracking-form synthesis function with filter factor, the new type structures of ESO and feedback controller that satisfy the separation principle are reconstructed to construct a new ADRCT, and the correctness of dynamic compensation linearization method used in this paper is proved. Finally, the numerical simulation shows that the ADRCT has good immunity and robustness. It can be expected that the new ADRCT has a wide range of applications in the field of control engineering.
